Eight Small to Medium Enterprises

DEMO B. V.
www.demobv.nl

CYPE SOFT SL
www.cype.com

planen-bauen 4.0 GmbH
www.planen.bauen40.de

Van Berkel & Bos
U.N. Studio B.V.
www.unstudio.com

Metabuild GmbH
www.metabuild.io

PRZEDSI BIORSTWO ROBÓT
ELEWACYJNYCH FASADA
SP. Z O.O.
www.prefasada.pl

Architectural Spies Ltd

STRESS Scarl
www.stress-scarl.com

www.architecturalspies.com

Two Research Organisations

One Public Body

Centre Scientifique et
Technique du Bâtiment
www.cstb.fr

Inhabitants’
Comfort

30%

VISESA Vivienda y
Suelo de Euskadi, S.A.
www.visesa.eus

Time Reduction

Fundación CARTIF
www.cartif.com

Four Industrial Partners

Three Higher Education Institutions

LKS INGENIERÍA S.COOP
www.lks.es

Technische
Universität Berlin
www.tu-berlin.de

HOCHTIEF ViCon GmbH
www.hochtief-vicon.com

Università Politecnica
delle Marche
www.univpm.it

Mostostal Warszawa SA
www.mostostal.waw.pl

Erasmus Universiteit
Rotterdam
www.eur.nl

60%

Energy Savings

ARCADIS Romania
www.arcadis.com

Four EU Professional Organisations
CONSEIL DES
ARCHITECTES D’EUROPE
www.ace-cae.eu

Fédération de l’lndustrie
Européenne de la
Construction
www.fiec.eu

Federation of European
Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning
Associations
www.rehva.eu

European Builders
Confederation
www.ebc-construction.eu

“

Minimising the gap between the
targeted and realised energy performance
of renovated buildings

”
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Large-scale BIM adoption can happen when all existing bottleneks are solved through a concerted R&D
effort and all dominant stakeholders in the renovation market are convinced.
BIM solutions for renovation must be ready and affordable, and can be implemented with a high leverage factor at low risk. Therefore, BIM-SPEED envisages a holistic approach supported with real evidence
from practice to tackle this complexity.

Given the urgency for energy-efficient renovation of residential builings in the EU,
the adoption of BIM (Building Information
Modeling) can be the catalyst for a smarter
and more efficient renovations.
In the EU, the building sector accounts for
40% of the total energy consumption and 36%
of CO₂ emissions. Most of the existing building stock has reached the age for renovation.
90% of the total stock was built before 1990
and 40% of those were built before 1960 without building energy performance standards.
Even though there is an increasing trend in the
renovation market, innovative energy reduction
rate is difficult to achieve. Only 5 out of 100 renovation projects accomplished energy reduction of
60% - 90%.

BIM-SPEED solutions will be supported with evidence
from 13 real demonstration cases that cover all of
Europe’s climatic geo-clusters and varying levels of
BIM experience in different countries.

BIM-SPEED promotes a credible
trans-disciplinary approach to
renovation processes where BIM
is adopted in a cost-effective, flexible and modular way by all key
stakeholders represented in the
consortium.
Gdynia, Poland

Varna, Bulgaria
Victoria-Gasteiz, Spain

The mission of BIM-SPEED is to take ‘BIM for
renovation’ to a deep renovation level for at
least 60% energy saving, and to accelerate the
market uptake across the EU.

The best practices will be shared
across the EU through EU professional
organisations covering a wide range
of disciplines: Architects (AEC), HVAC
engineers (REHVA), and construction
firms (FIEC, EBC).

